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1. Introduction. In comparison to the large amount of work that has been carried
out on the analysis of Saint-Venant's principle for solutions of various elliptic bound-
ary problems in elasticity (see [6, 8], and the references therein), the related studies to
investigate the spatial decay of solutions for flow problems in fluid dynamics are still
considerably fewer in the literature. Horgan and Wheeler [11] presented Saint-Venant
type results within the general framework of the Navier-Stokes equations governing the
steady laminar flow of an incompressible viscous fluid in a cylindrical pipe of arbitrary
cross section. These authors studied the classical entry flow problem of viscous laminar
flow theory and showed that the decay rate, which depended upon the Reynolds num-
ber, the prescribed entry profile of the base flow, and the cross section of the pipe, was
exponential. A two-dimensional version of this problem with more explicit results was
also investigated by Horgan [9]. Ames and Payne [2] readdressed the problem studied in
[11] with a somewhat different approach in formulation of the problem and methodology.
They relaxed the assumption that the flow is fully developed at the exit section and
obtained more explicit estimates for a weighted energy integral associated with the flow.

It is well known that the stream function in two-dimensional Stokes flow satisfies a bi-
harmonic equation; hence the study of the spatial evolution of stationary Stokes flows in
a semi-infinite parallel plate channel has direct relevance to the results of Saint-Venant's
principle in plane elastostatics, where the latter problems have been well studied by many
authors [7, 13, 15, 17, 19]. On the other hand, it was shown by a number of investigators
[3, 4, 10, 14] that for some initial boundary value problems, the solutions of parabolic
equations enjoy the spatial decay behavior of their counterparts for related elliptic equa-
tions. A natural question then arises as to whether or not the same exponential spatial
decay behavior is present for the solution of transient Stokes flow. The investigations of
this question have only been carried out recently. Lin [16] presented a study dealing with
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two-dimensional flow of the time-dependent Stokes equation. The author established an
exponential decay estimate for an energy expression associated with the velocity field.
The three-dimensional version of the unsteady pipe flow problem was studied recently by
Ames, Payne, and Schaefer [1]. These authors developed different techniques from those
of [16] for establishing decay results.

In this paper, we investigate the unsteady plane flow through a porous medium in
a semi-infinite rectangular strip. We model the porous medium by the Brinkman-
Forchheimer flow model [5], which is useful in the study of a high porosity porous medium.
It is now generally accepted that this model is superior to Darcy's law in that it accounts
for the necessary boundary conditions at an interface and the fluid inertia. When the
Reynolds number of the flow is greater than unity, it is now suggested that Forchheimer
inertia corrections are, generally, needed in the Brinkman equation. As was indicated in
[20], in which the spatial decay results in the three-dimensional case were established, the
nonlinearity appearing in this model makes the problems considerably more complicated
than the Stokes flow problem, although the nonlinear term is of only the quadratic form.
Since the plane flow equation has entirely different features, we here present the analo-
gous exponential decay results for the plane Brinkman-Forchheimer flow in a semi-infinite
strip.

The plan of the paper is as follows:
In the next section, we formulate the initial boundary problem that serves as the basis

for our analysis. After recording, in §3, some auxiliary results that we use later on, we
establish an inequality for the energy expression in §4. Comparison of the Brinkman-
Forchheimer flow to the Brinkman flow whose initial boundary data coincide with that
of the former is made in §5. Section 6 is then devoted to a description of how bounds for
the total energy in terms of data, the physical parameters, and geometry can be derived.

2. Statement of the problem. Let R be the semi-infinite strip for which 0 < X\ <
oo, 0 < X2 < h. The subdomain of R for which X\ > z is denoted by Rz, and so Ro = R.
The line segment containing the points (z,x2) is denoted by Lz for each z > 0.

The velocity field ua{x\,x2,t) {a — 1,2) and the pressure p(xi,x2,t) of the fluid are
assumed to be classical solutions of the following initial-boundary problem:

ua>t = Aua - Jiua - J2{upu/s)1/2ua - in R x (0, T), (2.1)

ua,a = 0 iniix(0,T), (2.2)

ua(xi,0,t) = ua(x1,h,t)-0, a =1,2, (2.3)

Wq;(0, X2,^) *?a(*£® ~ L 2, (2*4)

ua(xi,x2,0) = 0, (xi,x2) £ R, (2.5)

where Eq. (2.1) is the nondimensional form of the Brinkman-Forchheimer equation [5]
which describes the flow through a porous medium with consideration of boundary layer
and inertial effects, A denotes the Laplace operator, the comma in the subscript denotes
partial differentiation, and repeated index convention is used. Here J\ and J2 are two
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physical parameters (constants), J\ being connected with Darcy velocity and J2 with the
Forchheimer inertial drag term. As was pointed out earlier when the fluid inertia cannot
be neglected, it is necessary to augment the Forchheimer drag term to the Brinkman
equation. The functions ga{x2,t) (a = 1,2) are assumed to satisfy the compatibility
condition <?a(0,t) = ga(h,t) = 0. We remark that in the special case when J\ = 0,
J2 = 0, problem (2.1)-(2.5) reduces the Stokes flow equation considered in [16]. For the
two-dimensional problems, it is convenient to introduce a stream function (f)(xi,x2,t)
such that

"1=0,2, u2 = -0,i- (2.6)

Using the stream function 4>{x\,x2,t) and eliminating the pressure in (2.1), we transform
problem (2.1)-(2.5) into the initial boundary value problem for a fourth-order equation:

0.aa/3/3 <-^2((0./30,/?) ^ 0,a),a in i? X (0, 00), (2-7)

0 = 02 = 0 for x2 = 0, h, t > 0, (2.8)

(p,a(0,x2,t) = ga(x2,t), a = 1,2, (2.9)

0,a(zi,z2,o) = 0, (xi ,x2)gR, (2.10)

where g2 = glt gx = -g2.
We assume further the following asymptotic behavior for 0 and its derivatives:

<t>, 4>,a, 4>,ap, <p,at —> 0 (uniformly in x2, t) as Xi —> oo. (2-11)

We define an energy integral for the solution 0 of (2.7)—(2.11) by

h2
E(z, t) f f 0,a/30,a/3 dA dT + off &,OLr4*,aT dAdT

Jo JRZ 71 Jo Jrz

= f f \Vu\2dAdT+^ f [
Jo Jrz n Jo Jr.

h2 r1 ,
I u -r 12 dAdr.

(2.12)

Physically, the first term on the right-hand side of (2.12) (see [9]) represents a measure
of energy dissipation. Following [9], [16] our aim is to establish a differential inequality
and then to deduce an exponential decay estimate for the energy expression E(z,t).

3. Auxiliary inequalities. In order to derive a differential inequality for the energy
function E(z, t) we shall make frequent use of the Schwarz inequality and the arithmetic-
geometric mean (AG) inequality. In addition, we also need the following four inequalities,

(i) If 4>{x2) £ C^O, h) and 0(0) = 0(/z) = 0, then

I h ^2
2 dx 2 < —2 I 4>22dx2. (3.1)

/o " JO

(ii) If 4>{x2) G C2(0, h) and 0(0) = 0,2(0) = 0, 0(/i) = 0,2(^) = 0, then
rh h2 rhf h fJ 4>% dx2 < ^ J 4>222 dx2. (3.2)
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(iii) If 4>{x2) satisfies the same condition as in ii), then

rh h4 rh
/ 4>2dx2<— / 4>222 dx2, (3.3)

Jo Mo Jo

where /if, is a positive constant, a value that is slightly greater than For simplicity,
we may use the inequality below instead of (3.3):

/h / c\ \ 4 t 4 nh
4>2dx2<(-J J 4>2;22^2- (3.4)

(iv) If (f>{x\,x2) € C1(i?2) (i? = (—00,00)) with compact support in R2, then

J L *'dA - \ (/ /I(/ IIdA (3.5)

The first three inequalities are known as the Wirtinger-type inequality [7], whereas
the fourth inequality is a Sobolev inequality [2, 9].

4. Energy estimates. In this section, we devote ourselves to establishing the expo-
nential decay estimates for E(z,t). It is convenient to define a weighted energy of the
form

$(z,t) = [ [ (£ - z)4>^pcj))0lp dA dr + ^ [ [ (£ - z)4>,aT(f>,aT dAdr
Jo Jrz n Jo Jrz (4 J )

r h2= Ii 4 2-^2
7T"2

and we note

E(z,t) = - —. (4.2)

On integrating by parts, using Eq. (2.7) and the initial-boundary condition (2.8)—(2.11),
we have

h = / / (£,- z)4>,ap4>,a(}dAdT
Jo Jrz

- (£ - z)(j><j),aapp dA dr - 2 / / 4>,a<j)dA dr
Jo Jrz Jo Jrz

- f ( 11 cfcc2 dr (4.3)
Jo ii,

= / / (C-^)^[0,aar + Jl<^,aa + J2((^,/3^,/3)1/2<?!>,a),a]^^-r
JO

- / / </></>, n dx2 dr + / / 4>^0,<t>,adx2dT.
Jo JLz J0 «/Lz
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A further integration by parts on the first integral on the right side of (4.3) results in

n(£ - z)(j)(j)^aT dA dr
lz

= ~\ [ (£ - z)4>ia(t>,a dA - I [ </></>,ir dAdr,
1 Jrz Jo Jrz

n(£ - z)(f)4>,aa dA dr
lz

= ~Ji [ [ (£- z)(/)ta<p,adAdT + \ji [ f <fi2dx 2
Jo Jrz z Jo Jl,

(4.4)

(4.5)

and
/■t
[ [ - z)4>{(4>,0(t>,l3)1/2(t>,a),adAdT

Jo Jrz

= - J2 f [ (£ - z)((j))a4)ta)3/2 dAdr (4.6)
Jo J Rz

~ J2 f f (<£,/3<£,/3)1/2<Wu dAdr.
Jo Jrz

Using (4.4)-(4.6) and dropping three integral terms that are negative, we then can write

h=~ [ [ <M>,ir dAdr - J2 [ [ {4>,0(f),p)1/2(t)(t),i dAdr
J 0 J Rz J 0 J Rz ^ ^

- I f </>(/>,a dx2 dr + I l <t>,a<l>,a dx2 dr + ̂  Jx f J 4>2 dx2dr.
Jo Jlz Jo Jlz * Jo Jlz

Making use of the inequality (3.4) and the arithmetic-geometric mean inequality, we
are led to

2 j2 / pt r rt r \
-fjR 4>4>,1t dAdr < Jr <t>% dAdr J* 02lTeMdr)

J J 0?22 dx^dT+~2 J J tflr dA dT)
(4.8)

9n

We can estimate the last three integrals in (4.7):

n#,n dx2 dr+ / 4>,a<t>,a dx2 dr
,Z Jo Jlz
2 h2

-^ TT2[£l[ i dX2 dT + ~~ / / ^222 dx2 dr ) (4.9)
\ J0 xJLz £l 70 JLZ

+h^ i L^dx2dT+^ L L^dx2dT

£ jL <p2 dx2 dr < ^ ^ J* JL ^ dX2 dT■ (410)

and

Ji fl f l2 , , ^ Ji {2\a h4 fl
2
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For the second integral term in (4.7), we use the Schwarz inequality to obtain

[ [ dA dr
Jo JRZ

J* (JR ^0dA) ' (yjR (H>,i)2dA^ ' dr (4.11)

hpfadA^ ' J* (Jr ^dA) ' <t>\dA) ! dr.< max
0 < T < t

On the other hand, employing Sobolev inequality (3.5), it follows that

J cj)4dA < i 4)2dA^(^j <f)ta4>,a dA ̂

< \ (T) K[ I #22 dA2 V 3 / 7T

<KI)h-jiL ^22
(^Jr <t>222 dA^J ̂ 4)212dA+^J^ 4>222 dAj (4.12)

-1 (2)4
- 2 \3j ^

1 /2\4 /i6
4 I 3 J 7Te

2 1

^ 7 I o ) Z6 ( I 3 ̂1
I (fr'j 2 dAj + 7, (yf $22 dA

2

and

J 4>^dA<^[J (j)\ (],a\ (J </>,la<f>,la dA

^ yj </>%dA^j yj <t>,ia4>,iadALj (4.13)
1
2?r2

(/,.
— 2 7f2 ̂  I 4>,aff4),a0 dA

2

We remark here that the Sobolev inequality is applicable in the domain Rz provided
4> and <fr.\ have already been evenly extended below x\ = z. In fact, let <j> be an even
extension of 4> about x\ = z, defined by

4>(x1,x2,t) =
4>(xi,x2,t) if x\ > z,
4>(2z — xi,x2,t) if x\ < z.

Then applying Sobolev inequality (3.5) for the function 4>(x\,x2,t) yields

fh poo
/ / 4>4(xi,x2,t) dxi dx2

J 0 J — oo
' rh poo \ / rh poo \

/ / 4>2(xi,x2,t) dxi dx2) [ / / 4>]a4>,adx1dx2\
0 J-oo / \J 0 J-oo /

< -~ 2
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Noting that

/CO pOO nZ4>4(xi,x2,t)dx\ = / 04(xi,x2,t)dxi + / <j)4(2z - xi,x2,t)dx\
-oo J z J —oo

/CO
<fi4(xi,x2,t)dxi

and
/oo /*oo

4>2(xi,x2,t)dxi = 2 / 4>2{xi,x2,t)dx 1,
-00 J z

/oo />oo
^,oc^P,cxdx 1 — 2 I ,ad%I5

-00 J z

we thus justify that

J cf>4dA<^yJ (f)2dAj(^J 4>,a4>,adA
From (4.11)—(4.13), we thus have

[ [ {<p,f3(p,0)1/2(l>(t>,idAdT
Jo J Rz

[ <)>,p<t>,pdA\ [ [ 4>,a0<t>,a0 dAdr.
Jrz J J0

21/4 h ( f ^1/2 (t
< — max

3 7T 0<r<i

We now turn to estimate I2. It is observed that

I.

Integration by parts results in
rt

(4.14)

= / / (f - z)4>,aT4>,aTdAdT
Jo J Rz

I I (£ ^)0,r [^,00/3/3 Jl<fi,aa ^ &,Oi),a\ dAdT (4.15)
J0 VR,

— / <t>,T<t>,iT dAdr.
Jo Jrz

. . cM

(4-16)

n(f - z)(p)T(j)iaapp dA dr
iz

7, [ (£ z)(t),a0(t',ot0
z Jrz

+ [ f (2(f)^rtj)^ix + 2(f)ti2(f>t2r) dAdr
Jo Jrz

+ / </>,T<t>,u dx2 dr,
Jo Jlz

Jl z)(j))T(t>,aadAdT

° R'j t (4-17)
= [ (£ - z)<j>,a^ta{t)dA - Ji f [ (j>,T(t>,i dAdr

z Jrz Jo Jrz
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and

J2 [ f (£ - z)<t>,r({(t>,p<t>,p)1/2<f>,a),adAdT
0 * t (4.18)

= [ it - dA - J2 [ [ {(/>tf3(t)^)1/2(t>tT<t>tidAdT.
JRZ JO Jrz

Using (4.16)-(4.18) and dropping three integral terms that are negative, we obtain

h<~ 2/ f (f),la<t>,aTdAdT - Ji [ f
Jo J Rz Jo Jrs

1 dAdr

- J2 f [ {<f>,0<p,f3)1/2(t>,T(t),idAdT (4.19)
Jo Jrz

- I [ 0,t<A,ii dx2 dr - - I I 4>2Tdx2dT.
Jo Jlz i Jo JLz

In the same manner as we derived (4.8)-(4.14), we can have the following estimates
for the integrals over Rz:

dAdT
lz

(If 4>,la4>,ladAdT + \ [ [ <t>,aT<t>, o
\J0 Jrz 17 J0 Jrz

(4.20)

h

J1 / / <t>,T<t>,i dAdr
Jo J Rz

f f cf>22TdAdr) ( [ [ 4>\2dAdr) (4.21)
Jo Jrz '2 ) \Jo Jrz ' J

J J 4>2\2dAdT + ̂  J J 4)22TdAdT ,

and

{4>,p<t>,p)l/2(l),T<t>,i dAdr

' I (/„/"") ' (/„/•'■<L4) ' dT
J2/l J 4>,p4>,(3 dA^ J 0,la0,la ^j 4* ,ar 4 ,oct dA^j

jR M,(3dA) Jr 4,la4,lcx d/T

-f- — f f 4*,OCT 4*,OCT dA dTj .
n2 Jo JRz J

(4.22)
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We can also have the estimates for the integrals on the segment Lz as

n4>,T4>,n dx2 dr,,

~ 2 f f 4>li,Q dx2 dr + — ̂2 f f 022t dx2 dr
JO JLZ e2 f JO

(4.23)

and
lft2 rt

f f 4>,rdx2dT <W f f (f>\Tdx2dr. (4.24)
^ Jo Jlz Jo JLz

Summarizing all the above results displayed in (4.3)-(4.24) and choosing £\ = A,2>
^ ^ uro arriirck of£2 = I, we arrive at

$(2,t) = J1 + ^72
TT^

< *!£(*, t) + ir2(-^ CM)),
(4.25)

where

11 h Ji/i3 /21/4 1 h\J2h ( [ . , JA\1/2
Ki = -- + -—- +   max / (j),p(t>,0dA , (4.26)

9 7T 2 7T \ 3 2V2 7T / tt o<r<t \JRz J

6 h2 Jl{2\*h4- /t.
7^ ^ ~2 \3y ^ (4"27)

Following [9], [16], we can integrate (4.25) by introducing

F(z,t)=e~Klz/K2 ^E(z,t) + a ^j £(£,f)dfj, (4.28)

where a is an arbitrary constant to be chosen.
It is easy to show that (4.25) may be rewritten as

?£^l+aF(z,t)< 0, (4.29)

provided a = ao = 5^ + \\J^ + 7^"! which is the positive root of the quadratic
equation

°2-%a-k'9- <4-30)
The integration of (4.28) results in

F(z,t) < F(0,t)e-aoz. (4.31)

From (4.31) it can be easily deduced (see [9], [16]) that

E(z, t) < KE{0, t)e~UJZ, z> 0 (4.32)

where

Kx lKi 1 K* 4 . ."-a°--K,=-2K; + 2^-iq+-K2' (433a)
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A" — . (433b)
y/K? + 4A2 - A,

Equation (4.32) clearly indicates the exponential decay of energy E(z,t) with the
distance z from the end.

It is now of interest to relate our results with those of [16]. We note that if we set
Jl — 0, J2 = 0 in (4.26) and (4.27) and identify K\ = M and K2 = in the above
equations, then our results exactly reduce to those of [16]. Further explicit decay rate
comparison, however, is not possible at this point since the third term on the right-hand
side of (4.26) is not yet estimated. We can, however, demonstrate the following physical
implication of (4.32) and (4.33).

In view of the fact that
-1/2dco 1 J_ ! fK]_ _4_\ ' Kx

dK1 2 K2 2 \K$ K2J K$
-1/21 Kf 4

+2K2 IaI k2
K\ 4 \ K\
K% +K2) + K2

(4.34)
< 0

and

dco 1 Kj 1 /K'f _4_\ 1/2 n<i _2_
dK2 ~ 2 K'i 2 \ Kl + K2) \K$ + K%

1 K\ (Kl , 4 \^1/2
2 Kl \K\ + K2)

m+±V/2- (^ + —
K'i + K2J \K2 ' K\

(4.35)
<0,

we see that a; is a decreasing function of K\ and K2. Using (4.26) and (4.27), we also
see that

dco dco dK\ dco dK2 dco duo dK\
irr = + <0' irr = <0- 4-36dJ 1 dl\ 1 dJ\ dK2 dJ 1 dJ2 oK\ dJ2

Thus, a; is a decreasing function of J\ and J2. This implies that the decay rate for flow
in the B-F model is lower than that for the flow in a pure viscous fluid. We can thus
conclude that both the porosity of the medium as well as the inertial drag have the effect
of reducing the energy decay rate.

5. Bound for maxo<r<t fR (t>,/3(t>,f3 dA. It was noted in the previous section that the
constant A'i in (4.26) depends upon the quantity maxo<r<t fR 4>^(j)^dA. However, it
is important for an a priori estimate that the estimate constants do not depend on the
solution cp of the initial-boundary problem (2.7) (2.11). Our next task, therefore, is to
show that the quantity maxo<T<t fR dA has an upper bound that only depends
upon the known data, i.e., the initial-boundary data, the physical parameters J1, J2, and
the strip width h. Due to the difficulties caused by the nonlinearity of Eq. (2.7), we
are not able to accomplish this in a direct way. Motivated by the idea of treating the
problem of the steady Navier-Stokes equation [2, 18], we could, however, compare the
solution of the initial-boundary value problem of the nonlinear equation to the solution
of the initial-boundary value problem of the corresponding linearized equation. In this
manner, we will show that some integral terms involving the solution to the nonlinear
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equations can be controlled by those involving the solution to the linearized equation. In
the next section, we will then show that the latter integral terms are bounded above only
in terms of the initial-boundary data, physical parameters Ji, J2, and the strip width h.

We consider the following initial boundary value problem:

i>,aat = ^,aa00 ~ Jl1p,aa in R* (0, 00), (5.1)

V* — ̂ ,2 = 0 for x2 — 0, h, t > 0, (5.2)

1p,a(0,X2,t) = <j>,a{0,X2,t), a = 1,2, (5.3)

ipa(xi,X2,0) = 0, (xi,x2) € R, (5.4)

V'^cn V\a/3i V'.at ~> 0 (uniformly in x2, t) as x\ —> 00. (5.5)

The function ip(xi,x2,t) can be regarded as the stream function to the solution of the
Brinkman equation whose form is the same as that of Eq. (2.1) when J2 = 0.

We define 6 = <j> — ip. Then 9 is a solution of the following initial boundary-value
problem:

9,aat — ̂ ,aa/3/3 ^2((0,/30/?) ^ 0,a),a in J? X (0, 00), (5*6)

6 = 6> 2 = 0 for x2 = 0,h, t> 0, (5.7)

M0,x2,i) = 0, a = 1,2, (5.8)

Q,a(x 1, ac2, o) = 0, (xi ,x2)eR, (5.9)

9, 9<a, 9,a/3,8,at —■• 0 (uniformly in x2, t) as x\ —> oo. (5.10)

It is easy to verify that (5.8) together with (5.7) also implies 0(0,X2,t) — 0. On mul-
tiplying Eq. (5.6) by 9, integrating it by parts over R x (0,ti), and using the condition
(5.7)—(5.10), for any 0 < t\ < t we obtain

n [ 9}0l6ta{ti)dA + f f {9^af39tap + Ji9tCt9ta + {(j)tp(f>^)3^'2) dAdr
zJr Jo Jr

= J-2 f f (4>10<t>,p)1/'2<t>,a'>P,a dA dr. (5.11)
Jo Jr
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Using the Schwarz and the Sobolev inequalities we estimate the term on the right side
of (5.11):

h f [ {<t>,/3<t>,i3)1/24>,aip,adAdT
Jo J R

(4>,a<t>,a)2 dA dr na 4',a'4',a dA

J <P,v>P.a dA\ (J J <p.a!3<p,al} <IA <It ^

u V',aV',a dA dr^j

<

<- 1< — max
2 \o<T<t

(5.12)

J2 I
< — max

4 \o<T<t

+

i JRM°dA) (JQ jR i>,a'4>,a dA dr^j

-7- [ [ <P,a0(p,al3dAdT.
4 Jo Jr

By use of (5.12) in (5.11), we deduce that

- max [ 9a9adA + f [ 9 ag9 ag dAdr
2o<r<tJR ' ' Jo J R

< -j- ^ max 1 $,a$,oc dA.) (/ I ^'a^'adA^j (/ J i>,<*$,(* d-Adr^ (5.13)

n<?W<?W dA dr.
I

+ 4

Making use of an elementary inequality ^a2 — b2 < (a — b)2 for two terms on the left side
of (5.13), it can be shown that

7 max [ 6 a6 a dA — ̂  max f ib aib adA4o<T<t JR ' ' 2o<r<t JR

+ \ [ [ 4>,af3<t>,a0dAdT - I I 1p,ag1p,a0dAdT (5.14)
1 Jo Jr Jo Jr

1 [ 9,a9,adA+ f [ 9tOC09,apdAdT.
1Jr Jo Jr

It follows from (5.13) and (5.14) that

< - max / 9 a9 a dA2o<r<tJR ' ■

max
0 <T<t

J J, [J ip,a'll',a dA dr^j

+ (2 — J2) f f 4>,a04>,a0 dAdr (5.15)
Jo Jr

<2 max ipaipadA + 4 ipaipadAdT.0<T<tJR ' J0 JR

canThis implies that the quantities maxo<T<t §R(j)a(t)adA and f't fR4>,a0<t>,a0 dAdr
be bounded by the integrals of the solution to the linearized equation, i.e., integrals
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max0<r<t fR tp,aip,a dA and f* fR ip<a0ip,a/3 dA dr provided

n^,aip,a dAdr < and J2 < 2. (5.16)
E "2

We note that such restrictions are needed in order to derive the desired decay results
for solution of nonlinear equations. We remark that similar situations were encountered
in [2], [11] for the study of the Navier-Stokes equation and in [20] for the study of the
three-dimensional Brinkman-Forchheimer equation.

Next, on integrating by parts we have

-dA

<

<

n0^aT6tCtT dAdT — — f f 0^T0,C
i Jo JR

,t[@ ,aa/30 ^l^,aa —
i

f f [ @ ,ot(3r@ ,ot/3 @,ar 6,a ~ Ji((</»,p<f>,0)1/2(/>,a)O,aT\ dAdr (5.17)
Jo Jr

— ~J (<^>,/30,/3)3^2 dA

+ J2 [ f (4>,p<t>}/3)1/2(t),ail>,aTdAdT.
Jo Jr

Applying the Schwarz and Sobolev inequalities to the last term on the right side of (5.17),
we obtain

J2 [ [ (<S>,0<t>,p)Xl'1<l>,ort>,cxT dAdr
Jo JR

- j2Uo L {,4>,a4>,a)2 dAdr run V'.ar^.ar dAdr)

Y (Qmax J (p^cp^dA^j (^J J (t>,ap(p,af3 dAdr^J

nip ,otT dA dT J
I J

<
(5.18)

Combining (5.17) and (5.18), we derive

n</>,aT0,ar dA dT
I

<J2^max^J fi^^dA^J (^J J <j> iCt/30 ,a/3 dA dr^j (5.19)

x I / / dAdr \ +2 / / ip^aTil)tCCT dAdr.
\Jo Jr J Jo Jr

Equation (5.19) together with (5.15) and (5.16) indicates that the integral

/'/Jo Jr
\aT0,ar dA dr
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is bounded by the integrals

lax / iptaip,adA, / / ip^pip^pdAdr,
T^i Jr Jo Jr

max
o<

and
rt i

"4> aT^,aT dA dr.IIJo Jrir
In the next section, we will show that these integrals are also bounded in terms of the
known data and physical parameters.

6. Upper bound for the total energy. We first define the function cu(xi,x2,t) as

U)(xi,x2,t) =
pX2 / pX2

J 9(€,t)d£ + xi{gi(x2,t) + r J g2{£,t)d£ (6.1)

where r is a positive constant to be determined later.
It can be readily shown from (2.8) and (2.9) that u satisfies the boundary conditions

stated below:

uj = a>,2 = 0 for £2 = 0, h, (6.2)

ijj,a(0,X2,t) = ga{x2,t), a = 1,2, (6.3)

co, uj,a,u,ai3 —* 0 (uniformly in x2, t) as x\ —> oo. (6.4)

Moreover, we have

pX2 pX2
U){0,x 2,t) = / g2{£,t)df;= / </>,2{0,€,t)d£ = <t>(0,X2,t). (6.5)

Jo Jo
Let ip(xi,x2,t) be the solution of the problem (5.1)—(5.5) in the previous section. We
denote by

E^u(z,t)= f [ ip,a0LO,a0dAdT + [ [ ip,aTu,aTdAdT, (6.6)
Jo JR; n Jo Jrz

Eu(z,t) — [ [ uj,af3uJt0lpdAdT + [ [ ^,aT^,ardAdT. (6.7)
Jo Jrz n Jo Jr.

It is clear that

E^(0,t) = f f ip,apu,af3 dAdr +—^ f [ if),aTu,ardA dr
Jo Jr n Jo Jr

= E-tJj (0, t) + I I toc0 (^,ck/3 V\a/?) dA dT
Jo Jr (6.8)

h2
H—n nip ,ar (k) }ctT V>,ar) dA dT

lz

E^{ 0, t) + I\ +12-
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Making use of the divergence theorem, Eq. (5.6), and the boundary conditions (5.7)-
(5.10), together with (6.2)-(6.4), we obtain

h= / i>.aaa${u ~ ip) dAdr
Jo J R

= {i>,oc*T + Jiip,aa)(u - ip)dAdr
Jo Jr

= I I (ip^ar ^1^/J,a)(^,a 1p^a^)dAdT
Jo Jr

= (ip,aTip,a +Jiip,a"tl>,<x)dAdT
Jo Jr

~ W.o-rWc + Jllf>,aV,a) dAdT
Jo Jr

l I 1p,a1p,a(t)dA + Ji I I 1ptalp,adAdT
1 Jr Jo Jr

_7~? f f ^,artp,OCT dAdr - [ [ u; a2w a2 dAdr
4 7T2 Jo JR Jo JR

nip,aip,a dA dr - ^ [ I u!au)iadAdT,
£ z Jo Jr

(6.9)

>

where the Schwarz and AG inequalities have been used to derive the results in the last
step.

Similarly, we have

Io = -
h2 fl f
-n / / iP,c«xt(u,t - tptT) dAdr

Jo Jr
h2 fl f

= o I I (lp,aaf3(3 Jl^,aa)(^,r Ip^dAdT
7r~ Jo Jr

h2 f* f2 I I \ol/3^P\ct(3r ~t~ ,ar^) dA dl~
n Jo Jr

h2 (l f
o I I (^,a/3^,a/3r ~t~ Jl^P,a^,ar) dA dT (6.10)n Jo Jr

1 h2 f J h2 ft f
- o~2 / ip,oc0^,a(iT{t)dA+ / / VvVvdAdr

Jr 1 71 Jo Jr

"7 f [ 1p,a(3lp,a(3 dA dT r f f ^,a0r^,af3r dA dl~
4 Jo Jr n Jo Jr

—— f f ip aip adAdT t J\ f f uj aTio aT dA dT.
4 Jo Jr 11 Jo Jr
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Using the Schwarz inequality and combining (6.8)-(6.10), we are led to

yjE^(Q,t)Ew(0,t) > E^(0,t)

>jjEv(0)0 + "t ( [ aip,adAdr
4 4 Jo Jr

+ + J *i>,all>,a(t) dA

— "7T [ [ w aL0 a dAdr — f [ U) c2 Jo Jr Jo Jr
7 J\ [ [ ^,ar^,ar dA dT — f f id,a/3r (

71 Jo Jr 71 Jo Jr

',a2^,a2 dAdr

rt

■ dA dr.

(6.11)
We then deduce from (6.11) that

+

I ■4>,aip,a(t)dA+f [ ip,aip,adAdT
Jr 4 Jo Jr

\(^[e^(6'12)

< ^M + Q^O.i),
where

Qw(0,t) = ^ f f w,au,adAdT + f [ u,a2w,a2 dAdr
1 Jo Jr Jo Jr

h4 [*' f h4 fl f
~t~ 7 I I ,aT^d ,ar dA dT + — I j id,a(3r^,oc(3t dA dT.

71 Jo Jr 77 Jo Jr

Observing [y/E^{0, t) - ^^/Eu(0, t))2 > \E^{0,t) - ^Ew(0,t), we can rewrite (6.12) as

i (i + f ip,a'ip,a(t)dA+-y f [ ip,a-ip,a dAdr
Jr 4 Jo Jr

+ —Ef(0,t) < -Eu(0,t) + Qu(0,t). (6.13)

It is obvious that
1(1+A*2

[ il>,aip,a(t)dA<^EUJ(0,t) + QUJ{0,t)
Jr ^

and this inequality still holds if t is replaced by r on both sides. Therefore, we conclude,
for any 0 < r < t, that

;/i+^ ) max f ip,ait>,a{T)dA < ^Eu(0,t) + Qu{0,t). (6.14)
) o<T<tJR 6

By choosing an appropriate value of r, for instance r = 1, the results (6.13) and
(6.14) clearly show that the quantities maxo<T<i JRipail>^a(T)dA, f0 fRip ^atp a dA dr,
and E^(0,t) are bounded in terms of the initial-boundary data, physical parameters

and the strip width h. These results together with the results of the previous
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section indicate that the total energy expression E(0,t) is bounded in the same sense
although the bounded expression is not determined here explicitly.
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